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Abstract. In this article the time series analysis for predicting the state of dynamic objects is discussed. Appli-
cation of the ontological model for storing the experimental results as the cases of solving the Data Mining 
task is proposed.  
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To study the complex system properties, in-

cluding experimental studies, the approach based 

on intelligent analysis of the signals, produced by 

the system, is used. The classical problems of Data 

Mining (DM) are: cluster analysis and classifica-

tion, forecasting, searching of association rules and 

identifying hidden dependencies in the data [1]. 

Prediction based on DM is relevant in the cases 

when it is difficult to describe mathematically the 

studying process, but there is a number of observa-

tions with the values of certain index (criterion), 

ordered in chronological sequence, i. e. in ascend-

ing order of variable t-time parameter. 

For example, in seismology – recording the vi-

brations the earth crust, in good’s delivery to the 

retail outlets – the data about changes in demand, in 

processes of the quality management – the number 

of defective products, the supply quality, etc. In this 

article the time series analysis to predict the state of 

dynamic objects is discussed. 

STATE OF ART  

Time series analysis – is a set of mathematical 

and statistical methods of analysis, used for detec-

tion the time series structure and its prediction. 

Identifying the structure of the time series is neces-

sary in order to build a mathematical model of the 

phenomenon that is the source of the analyzed time 

series. Prediction of future values of the time series 

is used for the effective decision making. Gener-
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ally, prediction comes from a certain given para-

metric model. Thus the standard parametric estima-

tion methods (least-squares method, method of 

moments) are used. On the other hand, the methods 

of nonparametric estimation for the fuzzy defined 

models are sufficiently developed [2]. 

To describe the time series the following model 

can be used:  

 ttt yxf  , (1) 

where ft – current term of the time series  in time 

moment  t; xt – random variable, that is generated 

by a deterministic function or a stochastic process; 

yt – random variable, that is generated by random 

non-auto correlative process with zero mathemati-

cal expectation and constant variance.

 

 

Time series are studied for different purposes. 

In one problem it happens enough to get the de-

scription of time series characteristic features, in 

the other – is required not only to predict the future 

values of the time series, but also to control its be-

havior. A method for the time series analysis is de-

termined, on the one hand, by the objectives of the 

analysis, and on the other hand, by the probabilistic 

nature of the values formation: correlation analysis, 

spectral analysis, smoothing and filtering, models 

of autoregression and moving average, forecasting. 

CURVE FITTING PROBLEM 

DEFINITION AND SOLVING APPROACH   

One of the most common ways to model the 

trend of the time series is constructing the analytic 

function, which characterizes the dependency be-

tween the time series levels and time, or trend. This 

method is called analytical alignment of the time 
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series. Since the time dependency can take different 

forms, for its formalization different types of func-

tions can be used: linear trend; hyperbole; exponen-

tial trend; trend in the form of a power function; 

parabola of the second and more order, spline [3, 4]. 

In this paper the application of time series 

analysis for robotic catching of thrown object is 

considered. The robotic catching is considered as a 

stage of complex technological process called 

“Transport-by-throwing” (TbT). The concept of 

TbT was introduced in [5] and then developed in 

[6–11]. The concept consist in following: if there is 

a need to transport certain object from certain 

source point to certain destination point in space, 

this transportation may be reached via throwing the 

object by specific throwing device from source 

point towards the destination point. The object is 

caught at the destination point by specific catching 

device (gripper). This concept may be applied in 

factories of light industry for transportation of ob-

jects between machine tools that process these ob-

jects. Traditionally conveyor systems are applied 

for this task, however TbT has a potential ability to 

overcome conveyor systems in terms of flexibility, 

speed and energy consumption [8]. 

According to [8] the task of providing the ob-

ject transportation by throwing and catching may be 

divided into four subtasks (shown on Fig. 1):  

• Throwing. The thrower must throw the object 

towards the destination area.  

• Catching. The gripper must catch the object at 

the destination area. 

• Prediction. This subtask is motivated by 

catching: prior knowledge about object trajectory in 

gripper workspace is needed to define the catching 

behavior of the gripper. Trajectory prediction is an 

application of time series forecasting. The time se-

ries in this case consist of measured coordinates of 

the flying object in time.  

• Tracking. This subtask is motivated by predic-

tion: the predictor needs the information about the 

object trajectory at the beginning of flight. Based 

on this data it can forecast the trajectory into the 

gripper workspace. 

Forecasting of object trajectory may be done 

based on physical models of projectile motion [6-8] 

taking in mind the influence of gravitation and air 

drag on the airborne object. As the influence of the 

air flow near the flying object is hard to model (or 

the model become extremely computationally com-

plicated) the performance of such systems is lim-

ited. As an alternative way of forecasting sample-

based methods were proposed: neural network pre-

diction [10] and nearest neighbor forecasting [11]. 

Pre-liminar results based on simulation show that 

nearest neighbors forecasting is a promising 

method for trajectory prediction [11] however in 

some cases it is sensitive to tracking errors which 

may lead to higher errors of trajectory prediction. 

The goal of this paper is to introduce the statistical 

method which decreases influence of observation 

errors. 

An example set of trajectories produced by ob-

ject throws from single point with varying velocity 

and direction is shown on Fig. 1. 

 

 

Fig. 1. 10 various trajectories of the object 

thrown from one point; variety of trajectories 

is provided by deviations in angle of throw 

and initial velocity  

The object position is measured by the stereo 

camera set with fixed frame-rate (in the simulation 

it was set to 100 fps to increase clearness of the 

data; in reality the frame rate of 50–160 fps may be 

achieved using standard industrial cameras). 

The error filtering is implemented by fitting the 

values of each coordinate with the approximation 

function in coordinate-time space. The analysis of 

the quality of approximation is done in order to de-

fine the most appropriate approximation function. 

The analysis was made using MATLAB Curve Fit-

ting Toolbox (cftool). Example results for one tra-

jectory are shown in table 1. If the approximation 

model is appropriate 1
st
 and 4

th
 criteria should have 

values near to zero, 2
nd

 and 3
rd

 criteria should have 

values near to one. 

When selecting the parameters in cftool appli-

cation of the working environment MATLAB [3, 4] 

is also possible to calculate the confidence intervals 

for the obtained values of the model parameters, 

corresponding to some given probability level, 

equal 95 %: 

 StbC  , (2) 

where b – obtained parameters values; t – inverse 

function for distribution function of Student; S – 

vector of the diagonal elements of the matrix XsX t

, where X – design matrix; s – mean-root-square 

error. 

http://slovari.yandex.ru/mean-root-square%20error/en-ru
http://slovari.yandex.ru/mean-root-square%20error/en-ru
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Table 1  

Approximation criteria 

№ Criterion Equation * Value 

1 
Sum of squares due to 

error 
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0.0013 
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0.9984 
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0.9984 

4 
RMSE (Root mean 

Squared Error) mn

SSE
RSME




 

0.0052 

* wk – weights, yk – data in xk, k – parameters values in xk, , y
–
– mean, n – number of data values,  

m – number of parameters. 

 

 

In the example, when approaching the data by 

the second-degree polynomial the function  

f (x) = – 0.0005264 x
2
 + 0.03249 x + 0.0142 

with the best values of factors and confidence in-

tervals is received. 

Note that approximation is valid only for filter-

ing errors on the tracking stage. It is not useful for 

prediction as polynomial model does not represent 

accurately ballistic motion in the air and will lead to 

systematic errors on a long scale. 

Results of the analysis are the initial data for 

implementing the method of predicting the object 

motion trajectory based on the search of the closest 

case in the robotic TbT task. As a mean for storing 

the experimental results is proposed to develop the 

DM ontological model (ontology) with the use of 

Web Ontology Language (OWL). Ontology in-

cludes a set of classes of concepts from DM field, 

relationships between concepts, concept properties 

and individuals of classes [12]. 

Experimental results in the form of models de-

scribing the initial time series are presented in the 

ontology as a set of individuals of the class “Data 

analysis task”. The time series model together with 

the prediction result, obtained on its base, is pre-

sented as a case of solving the DM task. A set of 

cases is stored in the knowledge base, built in the 

DM ontology. Accumulation of the cases is a self-

learning technology that allows realizing a method 

of forecasting the object trajectory based on the 

search of the closest case in the ontology. 

CONCLUSION 

This paper presents the approaches to the time 

series analysis with the use of analytic functions of 

the Curve Fitting Toolbox subsystem in MATLAB 

software environment. Approaching experimental 

example of one of the object trajectories when the 

object transportation by throwing from one robot to 

another, is shown. 

The quality estimation analysis of the trajectory 

analytic function selection based on the eligibility 

criteria of the obtained approximations, which 

helped to determine the best parametric model with 

the obtained values of the parameters, was con-

ducted. The result of the trajectories database 

analysis in Curve Fitting Toolbox subsystem in 

MATLAB software environment has shown that 

approximation by the second-degree polynomial 

with the use of the least squares method best of all 

describes the time series. Application of the onto-

logical model for storing the experimental results as 

the cases of solving the DM task is proposed. 
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